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The genetic architectures of 12 behavioural variables measured in adult male mice placed in a novel environment were
analysed in a replicated 4 x 4 diallel cross. The results were combined with those obtained in a classical cross involving
two of the four strains. Based on the hypothesis of an evolutionary history of stabilising selection for mouse
exploratory behaviour, we expected additive genetic effects and ambidirectional dominance. Such genetic architectures
were actually found for those exploratory behaviours where epistatic effects were of minor importance. Similar findings
emerged for some non-exploratory phenotypes. All behaviours analysed appeared to be polygenically controlled.

INTRODUCTION

Exploratory behaviour in rodents is elicited by
novel stimuli and consists of behavioural acts and
postures that permit the collection of information
about new objects and unfamiliar parts of the
environment (Barnett, 1958; Barnett and Cowan,
1976; O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978). To measure this
behaviour, many different devices have been
employed such as mounted cages, photocell cages,
running-wheels, open-fields, and stabilimeters.
One of the most frequently used is the open-field,
in which mice display a rich and varied behavioural
repertoire (van Abeelen, 1963). The adaptive value
of exploration seems clear: entering and exploring
new places promotes dispersion and improves the
chances of finding life necessities (food, shelter,
and escape routes).

Because natural selection in evolutionary his-
tory must have influenced the genetic architecture
of this behavioural phenotype, the latter should
show traces of the past selection. Broadhurst and
Jinks (1974), Mather (1973), and Roberts (1967),
following Fisher (1958), have developed a line of
thought which, based on the genetic underpinnings
of a trait, makes inferences about past selection.
Stabilising selection favours intermediate
expression of the phenotype, directional selection
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favours either high or low expression, and disrup-
tive selection favours more than one expression,
usually both the high and low extremes. The
genetic effects of these kinds of selection differ
widely. We focus on the former two. Diagnostic
features of stabilising selection are linkage of
increasers with decreasers and either the absence
of dominance or the presence of ambidirectional
dominance. The broad heritability tends to be
equal to the narrow. Any epistatic interactions will
be small, ambidirectional, and therefore self-
cancelling. Diagnostic features of a trait with a
history of directional selection are a large direc-
tional dominance and low levels of additive vari-
ation. The narrow heritability is low as compared
to the broad.

We hypothesise an evolutionary history of
stabilising selection for mouse exploratory
behaviour since, if a mouse enters a completely
novel environment, it will be important to collect
much information in a short time but very high
exploration levels will render the animal more
vulnerable to predation. In order to have an oppor-
tunity to make inferences about the evolutionary
past and the adaptive value of the phenotypes
concerned, we assayed their genetic architectures
by employing a 4 x 4 diallel cross, replicated five
times, supplemented by a classical Mendelian
cross between two inbred strains which are known
to differ markedly in level of exploratory behaviour
(van Abeelen, 1974). The diallel cross (Hayman,
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1954a, b) has been used widely to analyse the
genetics of diverse traits in plant breeding (Mather
and Jinks, 1982), behavioural studies (e.g., Broad-
hurst, 1960; Godoy-Herrera et a!., 1984), and
animal physiology (e.g., van der Laarse et al., 1984).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

(I) Mice

Litters used in the classical cross were the first,
second, or third litter of a particular dam. For the
diallel cross we used only second litters. In both
crosses, to randomise possible postnatal maternal
effects, almost all newborn pups were fostered to
lactating mothers from a random-bred stock. Male
litter mates were housed 2—5 in plastic breeding
cages with a metal cover and a bedding of wood
shavings. Individuals were marked with a purple
dye for identification. The cages were cleaned once
a week. Food pellets (Hope Farms) and tap water
were always available. At the age of 4-5 weeks,
the animals were dipped in an ectoparasite-killing
solution. They were maintained in an air-condi-
tioned mouse room (21°C) where an 11 L: 13 D-
schedule prevailed. In the autumn and winter,
lights were turned on at 07.00 hours, whereas in
spring and summer lights were turned on at 06.00
hours (MET).

For the classical cross the following numbers
of males were used: C57BL/6J//Nmg, 59;
DBA/2J//Nmg, 54; F1 (=DB), 53; F1 (= BD), 41;
F2(= DB x DB), 70; B1 (= DB x B), 64; B2 (=DB x
D), 70. The first three generations were bred and
tested first. As parentals for the diallel cross we
chose the inbred strains C57BL/6J//Nmg (B),
DBA/2J//Nmg (D), C3Hf/St//Nmg (H; Staats,
1980), and CPB-K//Nmg (K; contrary to Staats,
1976, this is not an albino strain). The diallel
comprised 300 animals from 100 litters in all. From
all 16 possible crosses one litter (hybrids) or two
litters (inbreds) were raised simultaneously, con-
stituting one replication or block. Five such repli-
cations were bred consecutively. Three males from
each litter were observed in the open-field.

(ii) Observation

The novel environment was an illuminated open-
field, measuring 109 x49 x49 cm, with a trans-
parent front pane. Against the back wall, 5 cm
above the floor, a prismatic metal object, measuring
12 x 12 x 7 x 7 cm, was attached, providing the mice
with an opportunity for exploratory object-leaning

and object-sniffing. The floor was divided into 21
rectangles by painted lines. Before each test
session, the observation cage was thoroughly
wiped, but not rinsed, so that it was probably richly
structured with mouse odours.

Observations took place between 09.30 and
18.00 hours (except for a few mice that were
observed between 18.00 and 19.30 hours) in a
sequence that varied randomly over genotypes.
Single males, aged 90±7 days, were placed in the
centre of the cage and observed directly and con-
tinuously for 20 mm. If grooming or freez-
ing, which are both relatively time-consuming,
occurred for a total duration of k sec, that session
was prolonged for k sec as a correction for lost
opportunities to carry out the rapidly-executed
exploratory acts. Locomotor activity and the
frequencies of rearing, leaning, object-leaning,
sniffing, object-sniffing, jumping, gnawing, groom-
ing, defecation, and urination were registered
manually on counters. Durations of sessions and
of grooming and freezing were recorded with stop-
watches.

Behavioural components were defined as fol-
lows: Locomotor activity: the number of line cross-
ings, disregarding the tail. Rearing: standing
upright on the hind legs, while the forepaws are
not touching any surface. Leaning: leaning against
the wall; standing on its hind legs, the mouse places
one or two forepaws against the wall. Leaning is
often but not always combined with sniffing at the
wall. Object-leaning: one or two forepaws are
placed against the object; this posture is not always
combined with sniffing at the object. Sn(ffing: the
nose is held close to a particular spot while move-
ments of the nasal skin take place. Doing this, the
animal may be moving. Object-snfflng: the nose is
held close to the object or is actually touching it,
showing the characteristic sniffing movements.
Jumping: all four legs simultaneously lose contact
with the floor. Gnawing: occasionally animals
gnawed at edges of the floor and walls. This was
recorded if it was audible. Defecation: recorded
by counting the boluses deposited. Urination: the
presence or absence of urine was recorded after
each session. Grooming: these activities included
face-cleaning, fur-licking, and scratching. Freez-
ing: the animal is, apart from breathing, com-
pletely motionless.

(iii) Analysis

The scaling procedure applied has been described
by Crusio et aL (1984). Briefly, the homogeneity
of the variances of nonsegregating generations
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was evaluated by means of Barlett's test. Further,
Pearson product-moment correlations between
means and standard deviations, means and vari-
ances, and squared means and variances were
calculated in order to check for any systematic
covariation between these measures. Because the
nonsegregating generations had population sizes
of less than 50 litters, no test for normal distribu-
tions of the data was performed; only a visual
inspection was possible. A scale was judged
appropriate if none of the mentioned tests, that is,
Bartlett's test and the three different product-
moment correlations, was significant and the data
appeared to be normally distributed._Transforma-
tions used were In (x+ 1), /+'J(x+1), 1/(x+ 1),
and the untransformed scale. For the diallel-cross
analysis we used the log (x+ 1) transformation
instead of ln (x+ 1) and, in addition, the x1"3 and
x2 transformations. An adequate scale could not
always be found. In such cases a scale was chosen
that violated the tested assumptions as little as
possible.

A model comprising seven parameters is
necessary to describe all variation between the
generations of our classical cross (table 1; cf
Mather and Jinks, 1982): the general mean (m),
additive genetic variation ([d]), dominance ([h]),
epistasis ([i]-, [j]-, and [lI-type), and a reciprocal
effect ([dr]) which is a composite of [dm1, the
additive maternal effect, and [dr], the additive
contributions to the generation means of sex-
linked genes. To analyse our data we searched for
the best-fitting and most parsimonious model. For
this purpose we used a method based on Cavalli's
(1952) joint scaling test. In its original form,
weighted least squares for m, [d] and [hI can be
estimated from the generation means, neglecting
any epistasis. For weighting, the reciprocals of the
squared standard errors of the means are used. A
chi-square test can be applied to the expected and
observed generation means. If the probability is

Table 1 Model employed in the analysis of the classical cross
between the inbred mouse Strains C57BL/6 and DBA/2.
See text for explanation

Generation

Parameter

m [d] [hi [i] [J] [1] [dr]

C57BL/6(B) 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
DBA/2(D) 1 —1 0 1 0 0 —1
DB 1 01 0 01 —1
BD 1 01 0 01 1
DBxDB 1 0 0 0 0
DBxB 1 1 1

2
1
4

1
4 4 0

DBxD 1 1 1— 2 1
4

1 14 4 0

nonsignificant, epistasis is assumed to be absent.
The procedure, with a worked example, is pre-
sented in full by Gale et al. (1977) and Mather and
Jinks (1982). This test can easily be expanded to
more complex models. Kerbusch et al. (1981) used
this property in their model-searching procedure,
in which a joint scaling test is applied to all possible
models, with some restrictions.

The analysis of variance and the variance-
covariance analysis of the diallel cross followed
the methods of Hayman (1954a and b) described
in detail by Crusio et a!. (1984).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the behavioural observations are
arranged in tables 2 (classical cross) and 3 (diallel
cross). The findings from the model-searching pro-
cedure as applied to the data from table 2 are
presented in table 4. The Hayman diallel-cross
ANOVA can be found in table 5 and the results
of the V: W analysis in table 6.

In the classical-cross analysis we failed to find
adequate scales for locomotor activity, sniffing,
gnawing, urination, grooming frequency, and
grooming duration. In the diallel cross we could
not find an adequate scale for defecation only. We
chose those scales that violated our preset criteria
the least. Where different scales were used in the
two analyses, comparisons are still valid because,
generally, the results were invariant over scale
transformations. The direction of the dominance
found did not vary among transformations, except
for the reciprocal scale where the sign of [h] was
reversed. In what follows, only the more important
findings are described and discussed; the details
of analysis can be studied by perusing the tables.

Locomotor activity Hayman's ANOVA indi-
cated large additive genetic effects and directional
dominance for high scores. The absence of a sig-
nificant correlation between W+ V and the paren-
tal scores leads us to conclude, however, that the
genetic architecture of locomotor activity is charac-
tensed by large additive genetic effects and
ambidirectional dominance. This explains the
unrealistically low estimate of k (the minimum
number of effective genetic factors). The mdhl
model found in the classical cross agrees with the
above genetic architecture.

Rearing A strong reciprocal effect was
detected in the diallel in such a direction that
hybrids tended to phenotypically resemble the
maternal strain. All analyses indicated epistatic
interactions. The diallel cross suggests directional
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Table 2 Results of the classical cross between strains DBA/2 and C57BL/6 and Mather's scaling tests

Variable: locomotion rearing leaning object-leaning sniffing object-sniffing
Transformation: Jx+'J(x+l) v'x+'J(x+l) raw v'x+.J(x+l)t raw raw

2
Generation

D 351 53'9 134 127 740 5683 562 934 2803 7439 330 2008
B 438 153 18'l l6'9 891 8321 436 1273 2515 16,786 326 2071
DB 441 161 18•2 106 1113 5903 900 1155 3174 8874 488 1574
BD 421 119 182 116 1008 3824 790 913 4071 3561 410 1043
DB xD 35.4 39.5 134 146 847 7824 669 955 4671 5710 367 2626
DBxB 39'7 169 158 111 1002 7579 490 1577 5354 3874 320 2832
DBxDB 371 339 157 150 958 10317 624 1355 5014 8076 343 2729
Scaling test estimate SE estimate SE estimate SE estimate SE estimate SE estimate SE
A 8.61: 13 481: 11 00 85 3571 119 —50191: 263 1741: 49
B 641: 19 481: 12 54 80 014 097 —24691: 235 06 46
C 1661: 31 5.0* 21 —80 168 193 198 —74941: 502 18.0* 87

* P<0.05 1 P<001 1: P<0001

Variable:
Transformation:

jumping
1/(x+l)

2
gnawing
1/(x+l)

s2

defecation
'x+J(x+1)

— 2
urination
raw

2
grooming
ln(x+l)

(freq.)

2
grooming (dur.)
1/(x+l)x103

Generation

D 068 011 057 011 512 207 020 017 262 026 78 586
B 085 008 090 005 2•54 254 027 020 231 027 523 9175
DB 027 007 076 010 498 399 038 024 190 018 380 13335
BD 046 011 075 011 517 316 046 025 213 021 307 4473
DBXD 071 012 047 008 552 191 059 025 235 025 158 2311
DBxB 074 011 073 010 395 315 053 025 202 032 427 10020
DBxDB 066 013 058 010 510 258 051 025 230 036 278 5562
Scaling test estimate SE estimate SE estimate SE estimate SE estimate SE estimate SE
A —0361: 010 0.19* 009 —038 056 —041t 015 018 017 48 102
B —028 0ll 0371: 009 —075 047 —0501 015 005 016 68 50
C —038 020 0651: 017 —2581 091 —0741 027 —023 032 175 134

Table 3 Untransformed cell means from the diallel cross between the inbred mouse strains C57BL/6 (B), DBA/2 (D), C3H/St
(H), and CPB-K (K)

B D H K B D H K
9 locomotion rearing
B 4463 411'9 3913 367'O 62'O 741 597 84•2
D 397•1 257'3 3981 3478 65'7 432 62'O 827
H 395'9 380'9 3660 3433 49'l 603 36'3 759
K 285'O 294'6 3069 1893 47'3 659 585 230

leaning object-leaning
B 837 97.7 117'9 909 1O'8 207 150 206
D 984 78'4 993 79.4 199 124 255 220
H 3234 90'9 94'l 899 19'O 255 22'4 20'5
K 651 68'9 82'9 462 11'l 160 217 78

sniffing object-sniffing
B 6730 650'6 6664 606•6 371 453 412 41'4
D 564-2 4805 556'5 5511 43-9 33-3 504 432
H 629'6 573•1 5902 5883 47-5 521 55-5 523
K 562-0 608'6 597-3 523-9 29-5 37-5 47-5 26-5

jumping gnawing
B 1-5 5'l 2-5 57 0-4 0-4 0-8 02
D 3-3 14 4-1 5-9 1-0 2-3 1-6 0-3.
H 3•5 6-6 4'7 1•9 06 0-8 1-3 05
K 1-3 2'9 2'S 0-2 04 O'2 0-9 0-2

defecation urination
B 39 6'S 5•4 6'2 0.4 0-5 0-5 0.4
D 7.3 6'8 5-9 4,7 0.7 0-5 0-2 02
H 5-3 5-1 4-2 9-6 0-4 0-3 0-3 0-9
K 53 9.7 93 6'3 0'S 0-8 0-7 0-2

grooming frequency grooming duration
B 68 9-6 7-6 9-8 25-8 56-6 32-9 77-7
D 10-0 13-4 8-8 7-7 71-3 219-2 52-3 47-3
H 5-0 5-9 6-8 10-0 21-8 28-9 40-2 43-7
K 9-5 8'8 7-4 10-8 75'9 67-1 39-4 84'2
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dominance for high scores. This is not compatible
with the results of the analyses of the classical
cross, which clearly showed that, at least for strains
C57BL/6 and DBA/2, dominance is in the
opposite direction. The diallel cross should have
indicated either this or ambidirectional domin-
ance. Van Abeelen (1975; 1977), in his selection
lines SRH and SRL, isolated one of the genetic
units for which strains C57BL/6 and DBA/2 differ.
A classical-cross analysis of these inbred selection
lines showed additive genetic variation only (van
Abeelen, 1975; Kerbusch and van Abeelen, 1981).
However, the latter authors used the reciprocals
of the variances as weights in the Cavalli pro-
cedure, instead of the reciprocals of the squared
standard errors of the means. If we apply the
model-searching procedure to their data, using the
correct weights, an mdh model is obtained (trans-
formation ln(x+1);m=3.131,[d]=O.566,[h]=
O3O4, x2= 1699, df=3; P>O7O). Therefore, [h]
is positive for the isolated genetic unit. Yet we find
a negative estimate of [h] when more genes are
sampled in the cross between C57BL/6 and
DBA/2. This is only compatible with an ambidirec-
tional nature of the dominance.

Leaning Both analyses agree in that epistasis
does not form part of the genetic architecture of
wall-leaning and that dominance is clearly present
and that it is ambidirectional. The significant
difference between BD and DB in the classical
cross did not materialise in the diallel cross. This
strengthtens the results of the model-searching pro-
cedure, which produced a model not including a
reciprocal effect. The differences between the
findings for wall-leaning and those for rearing can
be explained by the differential perception of tac-
tile stimuli through the vibrissae.

Object-leaning The large complementary
epistasis found in the classical cross was not
detected in the diallel cross. The latter indicated
ambidirectional dominance; consequently, the
estimate obtained for k is too small. The deviation
of the joint slope approached significance (t =
195; O.05<P<O.1O). This indicates that the
assumptions were not completely satisfied. The
genetic underpinnings of this phenotype
apparently contain additive genetic variation and
ambidirectional dominance, with only minor epis-
tatic effects present in some crosses.

Snffing The classical cross between C57BL/6
and DBA/2 showed large duplicate epistasis not
found in the diallel cross. The genetic architecture
of sniffing contains additive genetic variation and
ambidirectional dominance with, overall, only
minor duplicate epistasis.

Object -snJIng Here too, the classical cross
indicated duplicate epistasis. Dominance was
found in the joint regression analysis. The positive,
corrected intercept points to incomplete domi-
nance. This dominance seems to be directional for
high scores because W+ V is negatively correlated
with the parental values but, since the classical
cross revealed directional dominance for low
scores, dominance must be ambidirectional.

Jumping The diallel cross points to direc-
tional dominance for high scores but the large
epistatic effects render this finding doubtful and
do not allow firm conclusions to be drawn on the
nature of the genetic architecture.

Gnawing Dominance and duplicate epistasis
emerged from the classical cross. The diallel cross
detected directional dominance for low scores,
whereas the classical cross revealed directional
dominance for high untransformed scores. Hence,
dominance must be ambidirectional Epistasis
appeared in the cross between C57BL/6 and
DBA/2 but, according to the diallel cross analysis,
it turns out to be of minor importance.

Defecation The classical-cross analysis
revealed no significant dominance, contrary to the
diallel cross where ambidirectional dominance was
found. However, the [il-type epistasis occurring
in strains C57BL/6 and DBA/2 might mimic
dominance effects and, moreover, epistasis is large
enough to be detected in the diallel cross. Thus,
no further conclusions can be drawn on the genetic
architecture.

Urination Only residual dominance effects
came up in Hayman's ANOVA. This is not in
accordance with the results of the V: W analysis,
because the correlation between the parental
values and W+ V is highly significant. This would
indicate dominance in the direction of low trans-
formed scores (that means: high untransformed
scores). However, the dominance order is B—D-H-
K, which is not the same as the phenotypical rank
order of the strains. Significant strain differences
being absent, dominance seems ambidirectional.
Dominance and duplicate epistasis were the only
effects seen in the classical cross. A genetic archi-
tecture of ambidirectional dominance and a rela-
tively low degree of duplicate epistasis seems
acceptable.

Grooming frequency The Hayman analysis
shows additive genetic effects and dominance,
but the nature of the dominance is not revealed.
The values of W+ V did not correlate with the
parental values. The genetic architecture comprises
additive genetic variation and ambidirectional
dominance.
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Table 4 Models obtained by applying the model-searching procedure to the data from table 2

Variable locomotion rearing leaning object-leaning sniffing
Transformation \/x+v'(x+l) x+'J(x+1) raw raw

object-sniffing
raw

m 39-48 2031 81-64 496 26590 32-80
[d] 4-36 2-36 9-25 —0-85 —59-23 3-71
[hJ —11-85 —16-28 23-83 0-75 845-30 —5-91

[ii —4-6

[j] 25503 —16-85

[1] 15-47 14-2 2-74 —748-97 1801
[d,] 4484 —3-90

6-801 0-005 8-148 5-912 0-001 0-001
df 3 2 4 3 1 1

P> 0-05 0-99 0-05 0-10 0-95 0-95

Table S F-values obtained in the Hayman diallel cross analysis of the results from table 3

Variable locomotion rearing leaning object-leaning sniffing object-sniffing
Transformation df raw v'x+.J(x+l) ,/x+/(x+1) raw raw raw

Between cells 15,80 18-39* 6-95* 9021: 3-651: 6-291: 4-501:
a 3, 12 70-65* 5.27* 40-381: 5.10* 12-801: 869t
b 6,24 15-011: 10-39* 6-071: 6-891: 5-45t 5-021:

b1 1,4 19.61* 17.08* 15.04* 4288t 7.79* 166-85*
b2 3,12 21.611: 10-561: 1-18 2-41 3-35 2-87
b3 2,8 0-39 038 3-16 155 8.49* 179
c 3, 12 5.24* 8-501: 232 1-24 2-79 2-35
d 3, 12 0-30 0-12 0-53 1-00 0-10 0-36

Blocks 4,80 6-881: 1-64 4.05* 10-751: 11-671: 6-83*

Table 6 Results of the analysis of the variance and covariance of the data from table 3

Variable locomotion rearing leaning object-leaning sniffing
Transformation raw ,J + + raw raw

df F df F df F df F df F

joint regression 1, 18 79-451: 1, 18 34-50* 1, 18 132-53* 1, 18 8-371: 1, 18 20-021:
heterogeneity 4, 14 2-25 4, 14 1-80 4, 14 0-07 4,14 1-07 4, 14 1-93
Estimate
slope±SE 0-87±009 063±O-lOt 0-87±0-08 060±0-21 0-81±0-17
(D—H1)±SE 1804-80±654-29 —3-36±2-77 0•57±0-72 —2-71

-.J(H1/D) 0-66 1•75 0-79 1-15
1171-22±807-64

055
h2() 0•49 0-03 0-46 0•12
hb) 0-64 0•40 0-58 0-22

0-24
03l

rw+vp 031 —0-70* 036 —0-06 —0-03
k 1•02 — 2-03 1-99 0-86

* p<Ø.Q5
t P<o-01
* P<0-001
— Not calculated

Grooming duration The diallel analysis mdi- DISCUSSION
cated additive genetic variation and ambidirec-
tional dominance. Low estimates were generally obtained for the

Freezing This behaviour occurred rarely and minimum number of effective factors (k). Unifac-
a biometrical analysis seemed inappropriate. tonal regulation of activity and exploration in a
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jumping
1/(x+1)

gnawing
1/(x+1)

defecation urination groom freq. groom dur.
'Jx+'J(x+l) raw ln(x+1) 1/(x+1)x103

0•77 073
019

508 024 245 2959
—1•34 —028 2246

0•16 —056 106 —044
—126

—056 0•59 —088
0•09 012
1910 2783 1051 2174 1902 6329
3 3 4 4 3 5

0•50 030 090 0•70 050 020

jumping
x"3

gnawing
Jx+.J(x+1)

defecation urination groom freq. groom dur.
x+v'(x+1) 1/(x+1) x"3

459l 521I 2.79* 1.92* 356l 14811:
619t 1277t 755t 068 11.351: 39631:
6921: 218 4•96t 3.38* 2.61* 14.371:

25•14t 13.28* 3997t 533 475 78491:
637t 278 143 186 315 15071:
024 054 6.02* 5.41* 173 271
261 232 185 109 074 083
161 2•36 136 4.58* 2•29
7671: 1•86 083 073 O33 062

object-sniffing
raw

jumping
x113

gnawing defecation urination groom freq. groom dur.
,Jx+.J(x+1) .Jx+(x+1) 1/(x+1) x"3 x3

df F df F df F df F df F df F df F

1,18 31.721: 1,18 8.21* 1,18 55371: 1, 18 8.10* 1,18 1187t 1,18 921t 1,18 78131:
4, 14 057 4,14 144 4, 14 112 4, 14 064 4, 14 158 4, 14 040 4,14 090

089±017 047±016t 106±014 0.54±0.20* O73±0•20 066±023 1.00±011
2270± 2851: —006± 008 012 008 —015 033 —001 001 001 001 005 0•24
060 152 059 165 480 076 0•95
0•24 0•07 031 007 0.00 016 0.35
030 026 0•38 0•22 012 025 064
O60t —0691: 0.51* —0•26 0•681: Q•37 033
155 — 099 — 027 008 047

novel environment seems improbable, however,
for several reasons. First, the ambidirectional
dominance (already implying multiple factors)
renders the estimates of k unreliable. Second, the
fairly gradual response to artificial selection (van
Abeelen, 1974) points to a polygenic system.
Simmel and Bagwell (1983) claimed that explor-
ation, contrary to general activity, is under
monogenic control. They based their assertion on
the findings of Oliverio et aL (1973) and van

Abeelen (1975; 1977). The conclusions of Oliverio
et al. (1973) were heavily criticised by Lush (1981).
Van Abeelen's experiments made unifactorial con-
trol of the differences in activity and exploratory
rearing between the inbred selection lines SRH
and SRL very likely. The selection procedure
establishing these strains, however, was specifically
designed to isolate as few genetic factors as poss-
ible, a point misunderstood by Simmel and Bag-
well (1983).
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A genetic architecture of additive genetic effects
and ambidirectional dominance was found for
almost all variables where epistatic effects are of
minor importance: locomotor activity, leaning,
object-leaning, sniffing, object-sniffing, gnawing,
urination, and grooming. For these phenotypes
past stabilising selection is inferred. For the other
ones, no conclusions on the nature of dominance
can be drawn because large epistatic interactions
were found. Rearing is an exception since some
of the findings indicated ambidirectional domi-
nance. In summary, no inferences can be made
about the evolutionary history of jumping and
defecation.

The duplicate epistasis found in the classical
cross for almost all variables might be due to
seasonal effects: the F2 and backcross generations
were observed at later dates than the other genera-
tions. The absence of block effects in our diallel
cross for several variables which showed duplicate
epistasis in the classical cross, however, renders
this possibility less likely. The duplicate epistasis
is most probably real. In this connection we may
mention the supposed inability of Mather's A,
B, and C tests to detect epistatic interactions, as
reported by Kerbusch et aL (1981). In the present
study, however, these tests proved to be always in
accordance with the analysis of the means. This
discrepancy must be caused by Kerbusch et aL
(1981) using incorrect weights, not only in Cavalli's
joint-scaling test, but also in Mather's ABC-tests.

An evolutionary history of stablising selection
is inferred for some phenotypes that cannot be
classified as exploratory: locomotor activity,
grooming frequency, and grooming duration.
Locomotion need not be directly related to
exploration (Simmel and Bagwell, 1983). In
exploring novel surroundings, oriented locomotor
activity is necessary but random activity could
detract from exploration and then be unfavour-
able. The results were exactly as we would expect,
namely an evolutionary past of stabilising selection
for locomotion. The situation for grooming is
different. When entering a novel environment, low
levels are advantageous for the animal. In fact, the
bulk of its grooming activities is executed near the
end of the observation session, i.e. after the novel
environment has, at least in part, been explored.
This agrees with the stabilising selection inferred
for grooming.

The present biometrical-genetic investigation
shows that an evolutionary past of stabilising selec-
tion can be inferred for mouse exploratory
behaviour in a novel environment. As put forward
in the introduction, the adaptive significance of

intermediate levels of exploration probably rests
on efficient gathering of useful information about
the environment, on the one hand, and avoidance
of predation, on the other.
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